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Abstract

One-dimensional (1-D) ground response analysis (GRA) predictions are highly sensitive to the 1 

analysis methods and dynamic soil models employed, contributing to significant scatter in analysis 2 

outputs. In this paper, a parametric study of 1-D GRA is conducted to evaluate the performance 3 

of various models using 60 ground motion records of varying intensity from five KiK-net downhole 4 

array stations in Japan. Four GRA codes are considered, including the equivalent-linear (EL) 5 

method, a modified EL method using frequency-dependent soil parameters (FDEL), and two 6 

nonlinear (NL) models computed in OpenSees and DEEPSOIL. The soil constitutive models are 7 

constrained using a set of five material curves representing a wide range of nonlinear soil 8 

behaviour. It was found that all models are sensitive to the material curves at high frequencies, 9 

and the NL models are highly sensitive to the parametrization of Rayleigh damping. As the levels 10 

of soil nonlinearity increase, all GRA methods tend to over-damp the higher frequency content of 11 

ground motions, with substantial discrepancies across the model predictions. Interestingly, the 12 

FDEL method displays a lower sensitivity to material curves and reduces the biases at high 13 

frequencies. The results of this study suggest that GRA codes and material curves contribute 14 

evenly to the overall dispersion when simulating strong ground motions. To quantify the 15 

variability of GRA models, along with the epistemic uncertainties, a linear regression relationship 16 

in bi-logarithmic space is established across all records between the total standard deviation and 17 

the shear strains developed within the soil profiles. 18 
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19 1 INTRODUCTION

20 Site-specific ground response analysis (GRA) can be conducted to evaluate site effects on ground 

21 motions at surface, and/or to provide an optimized site-specific seismic design spectrum [40]. One-

22 dimensional (1-D) GRA is particularly useful to investigate the local site amplification that occurs within 

23 a soil deposit, by solving the problem of horizontal shear waves propagating vertically through an 

24 infinite horizontally multi-layered soil system [30]. Two broad categories exist, namely frequency 

25 domain methods using elastic transfer functions within the equivalent linear (EL) procedure [51] to 

26 approximate soil nonlinearity effects, and nonlinear (NL) methods updating the soil properties at each 

27 step in the time domain.

28 It is well recognized that GRA predictions are affected by various sources of uncertainty within the 

29 computational analysis process [7], aside from the quantification of the seismic hazard itself. These 

30 uncertainties are rooted in the selection of time history records employed as base motions (e.g., 

31 consistency with the seismic hazard and event-to-event variability), the geotechnical site 

32 characterization using field investigations (e.g., shear-wave velocity measurements) and laboratory 

33 testing (e.g., cyclic shear tests to determine nonlinear soil properties), the choice of engineering code 

34 programs that incorporate GRA methods along with soil constitutive models, and the underlying model 

35 assumptions (e.g., the 1-D approach). This paper provides some insights into the variability of 1-D 

36 ground response predictions using various GRA codes and dynamic soil models available in practice.

37 In geotechnical earthquake engineering practice, nonlinear soil properties are estimated from 

38 laboratory cyclic shear tests providing a variety of standardized shear modulus reduction (MR) and 

39 damping ratio (DR) curves. This includes the well-known pioneering work of Seed and Idriss [52], 

40 Vucetic and Dobry [65], EPRI [14], and more recent models proposed by Darendeli [12], Menq [43], 

41 Roblee and Chiou [50], Zhang et al. [71] , Choi [10], Amir-Faryar et al. [3], among others. These 

42 nonlinear curves, referred to as material curves in this paper, reflect the best-estimate statistical trends 

43 using databases and broad soil classification systems to quantify nonlinear soil behaviour. While the 

44 ability of GRA to capture the elastic soil response is largely influenced by the shear-wave velocity 
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45 profile and its uncertainties, when strong ground motions are investigated, the predictions become highly 

46 sensitive to the choice of GRA methods along with capabilities of soil constitutive models to predict 

47 nonlinear effects [57,34]. As such, the variety of GRA codes and material curves available to perform 

48 GRA contributes to a greater dispersion in ground motion predictions [57]. NL methods have been 

49 shown to better predict local site amplification when a higher degree of nonlinearity develops within the 

50 soil profile [24,26]. However, the EL model remains the most widely used approach to investigate the 

51 total stress response of soil deposits [31]. The reasons for the broad usage of the EL approach in 

52 engineering practice include its computational efficiency and the fact that NL methods are highly 

53 sensitive to analysis parameters and require greater engineering judgement. More insights are needed to 

54 understand how ground motion predictions are affected by the different GRA approaches available.

55 In this paper, the performance of 1-D ground response models is evaluated using 60 downhole ground 

56 motion records at five stations from the Kiban-Kyoshin network (KiK-net) in Japan. Total stress 

57 analyses are performed using four GRA codes, including the EL method, a recently developed 

58 frequency-dependent equivalent linear (FDEL) method [42], a NL model computed in OpenSees [41], 

59 and a NL model implemented in DEEPSOIL [19]. Parametric GRA are conducted using a range of 

60 material curves, discussed in Section 4.1, that are employed in geotechnical engineering practice. The 

61 predicted site amplification factors are compared against observations to draw general trends in model 

62 capabilities and evaluate the associated biases. Code-to-code and material-to-material standard 

63 deviations are quantified separately as independent variables using three ground motion intensity bins. 

64 To encompass the epistemic uncertainties of 1-D ground response codes and material curves, the overall 

65 standard deviations derived for each ground motion record are correlated to the peak shear strains 

66 calculated within the soil profiles.

67 2 PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES FOR TOTAL STRESS ANALYSIS

68 The problem of 1-D vertical shear wave propagation through elastic media can be readily solved using 

69 theoretical transfer functions in the frequency domain, relating the ground motion amplitudes at the 

70 surface to the base input motion (e.g., Haskell-Thompson transfer matrix method; [61,21]). In this 
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71 solution, the hysteretic soil behaviour is modelled using a Kelvin-Voigt model, requiring both the elastic 

72 shear modulus and soil damping ratio [30]. To better approximate nonlinear effects, the EL method was 

73 proposed by Seed and Idriss [51]. By an iterative procedure, the nonlinear soil properties are adjusted 

74 by matching laboratory-consistent MR and DR curves with an effective level of shear strain calculated 

75 in each layer until convergence of the solution. This method, which was first implemented in the 

76 program SHAKE [55] and later updated in SHAKE91 [23], SHAKE2000 [45], and other programs, has 

77 found wide use in practice due to its simplicity and computational efficiency. There is general agreement 

78 that the EL method is reliable when sites exhibit low levels of soil nonlinearity, with small-to-moderate 

79 shear strains below approximately 0.05% to 0.1% [24,25,26,53,70]. However, the EL method tends to 

80 overdamp the ground response for sites subjected to larger strains [24]. Some additional features have 

81 been added in the EL procedure, with the introduction of frequency-dependent soil parameters 

82 [59,28,69]. However, these modified EL procedures, commonly referred to as FDEL methods, have 

83 never found general consensus in practice since they do not always improve the predictions. Case studies 

84 have shown that when these FDEL methods are tested over a range of ground motion intensities, they 

85 can provide unrealistic predictions, with a substantial amplification of the high frequency components 

86 of ground motions [18,70]. A recently developed FDEL formulation has been proposed to update 

87 frequency-dependent soil properties according to the spectral signature of ground motions processed 

88 and address the shortcomings observed in the previous methods [42].

89 On the other hand, nonlinear analyses using direct time integration are preferred to simulate strong 

90 motions associated with higher nonlinearity since the soil properties are updated at each time step. In 

91 this study, the focus is on nonlinear elastic models employed to perform GRA for total stress conditions, 

92 as is commonly applied in practice. These NL models are often parametrized in GRA codes using 

93 hyperbolic relationships to define the initial stress-strain loading, termed soil skeleton or backbone curve 

94 (e.g., Kondner and Zelasko [29]; Hardin and Drnevich [17]; Matsovic and Vucetic [38]; etc.), in 

95 conjunction with reversal shape functions (e.g., Masing rules [37]) that control the unloading-reloading 

96 path during cyclic shear stress loadings and the energy dissipation. Comprehensive reviews of nonlinear 

97 codes and procedures can be found in the literature [20,33,40,57,58].
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98 Some of the key issues that arise from the implementation of GRA, along with the corrective 

99 engineering procedures proposed in practice are:

100 (1) While the EL method is implemented using a set of targeted MR and DR curves, NL models are 

101 often constrained to be only consistent with MR curves, accepting some inconsistencies in the hysteric 

102 damping ratios as compared to laboratory-based DR curves (e.g., Masing model at large strains). To 

103 address this issue, the hysteretic shape functions have been modified to reduce the misfit in energy 

104 dissipation. These modifications often referred to as the extended Masing rules (Pyke [48], Vucetic [64], 

105 Wang et al. [66]) and are available in nonlinear codes such as TESS [49], SUMDES [35], DMOD_2 

106 [39] or DEEPSOIL with the so-called MRDF procedure developed by Phillips and Hashash [47].

107 (2) Furthermore, NL hysteretic models tend to produce zero energy dissipation at very low shear 

108 strains where the secant shear modulus is almost constant, which is inconsistent with laboratory test 

109 measurements and field observations. This issue is addressed by introducing a viscous damping 

110 component in NL models, usually by the means of mass- and stiffness-proportional Rayleigh damping. 

111 Because Rayleigh damping is frequency-dependent, various formulations exist for matching the target 

112 damping level at specific frequencies. The full Rayleigh damping model [22] that relies on two matching 

113 frequencies and the extended Rayleigh damping model that relies on four matching frequencies [11,46] 

114 can match the targeted small-strain damping ratio at specific frequencies, although high frequencies still 

115 tend to be overdamped.  Phillips and Hashash [47] developed a frequency-independent viscous damping 

116 formulation that involves an extension of the work of Liu and Gorman [36]. These alternative viscous 

117 damping formulations will be evaluated in this paper.

118 (3) Recently developed material curves, using laboratory databases that include torsional resonant 

119 column (RC) tests and cyclic torsional shear (TS) tests, are generally well constrained for low to 

120 moderate shear strains, generally below 0.5%, but exhibit a substantial dispersion at larger strains due 

121 to a lack of data (e.g., Darendeli [12]). When these nonlinear curves are extended out to large strains, 

122 the soil strength can be significantly underestimated, which introduces bias in the computed ground 

123 response. To address this drawback, a common practice is the artificial modification of the shape of the 

124 MR curve to match a consistent shear strength at larger strains. Several procedures have been proposed 
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125 to achieve the strength-compatibility in numerical routines (Gingery and Elgamal [15], Stewart and 

126 Kwok [56], Yee and al. [68]). Furthermore, the recently developed general quadratic/hyperbolic (GQ/H; 

127 Groholski et al. [16]) and hybrid hyperbolic (HH; Shi and Asimaki [53]) constitutive models for 1-D 

128 ground response explicitly incorporate shear strength corrections at large strains.

129 3 VERTICAL ARRAY DATA

130 The KiK-net strong-motion seismograph network [1,44] deployed in Japan by the National Research 

131 Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED) is an important resource of downhole seismic 

132 records, with approximately 700 recording stations [44]. The vertical arrays at each station are equipped 

133 with accelerometers installed at the ground surface and at variable depths, mostly beyond 100 m in 

134 bedrock.  In this study, the KiK-net database (see Data and Resources section) is used to evaluate the 

135 performance of seismic ground response models through comparison to observed surface ground 

136 motions. A suite of 60 ground motions are selected from different stations and used to perform 1-D 

137 GRA. The soil profiles at each site are defined using the geological and geophysical data also available 

138 online at http://www.kyoshin.bosai.go.jp (last accessed 2019).

139 3.1 Selected sites

140 Analyses are undertaken using ground motion records from five KiK-net vertical array stations underlain 

141 by soft soil deposits, which can be challenging for predicting the site amplification in GRA as substantial 

142 nonlinearities are likely to develop during strong shaking [31]. Only sites that exhibit a gradual increase 

143 in shear wave velocity ( ) over shallow depths are considered to avoid additional complexities and 𝑉𝑆

144 biases that may occur in presence of sharp soil impedance contrasts (e.g., Baise et al. [5], Kaklamanos 

145 et al. [27]). Thompson et al. [62] suggested that these stations were suitable for performing 1-D GRA 

146 due to the low inter-event variability between records and the goodness-of-fit of 1-D elastic transfer 

147 functions against the observed site amplification spectra. The KiK-net station characteristics are 

148 summarized in Table 1 and the provided  profiles (see Table B1 in Appendix B, available in the 𝑉𝑆

149 electronic supplement) are shown in Figure 1. Four stations are Site Class D according to the National 

150 Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NEHRP) guidance [8], with a time-averaged shear-wave 

http://www.kyoshin.bosai.go.jp
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151 velocity in the upper 30 m ( ) between 213 m/s and 335 m/s. The NMRH04 station is categorized 𝑉𝑆,30

152 as Site Class E for very soft soils, with  equal to 168 m/s. FKSH14 consists of gravelly sands in the 𝑉𝑆,30

153 upper 61 m, overlying rock formations of siltstone and sandstone. NMRH04 is a deep soil deposit with 

154 interbedded layers of sands and gravels, underlain by stiff soil layers of silt and sandstone. KSRH10 

155 comprises a shallow deposit of clays, 36 m thick, overlying hard rock formations. Both IBRH13 and 

156 IWTH08 consist of 34 m of weathered granite over competent granite until the bottom of the boreholes.

157 3.2 Ground motion records

158 Six seismic events are considered for each station using ground motion records in both horizontal 

159 directions, resulting in 60 records in total across all five sites. The ground motion records were processed 

160 by applying a band-pass 4th order Butterworth filter, with cut-off frequencies of 0.10 and 15 Hz, and a 

161 baseline correction. The ground motions were selected to meet a range of intensity criteria relevant to 

162 GRA. These include the moment magnitude (4.4  Mw  8.0); surface peak ground acceleration (0.16 ≤ ≤

163 m/s2  PGA  12.0 m/s2); and significant duration (Ds5-95), herein greater than 10 s for most records.  ≤ ≤

164 To span across different levels of soil nonlinearity within the soil profiles, each record is classified using 

165 the strain index parameter  defined as follows:𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑

166 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑 =
𝑃𝐺𝑉
𝑉𝑆,30

                                                                             (1)

167 where  is the peak ground velocity recorded at the surface. As such, the records are grouped into 𝑃𝐺𝑉

168 three bins of ground motion intensities: Bin 1 corresponds to low strain records (  0.007%), Bin 2 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑 <

169 represents moderate strain records (0.007%    0.07%), and Bin 3 includes moderate-to-large  ≤ 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑 <

170 strain records (with  0.07%). Figure 2 depicts the breakdown of selected records through the 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑 ≥

171 different bins and stations. The pseudo-spectral accelerations (PSA) at the ground surface for the 60 

172 records and the mean response spectra calculated for each bin of ground motion intensity are shown in 

173 Figure 3. Details on the selected ground motion records are provided in Table 2.
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174 4 METHODOLOGY

175 A parametric study of GRA is conducted using various codes implemented with a range of material 

176 curves to constrain the soil constitutive models available. The ground motion records obtained from all 

177 models are compared against the observed ground motions at the surface, and the model biases and 

178 variabilities are quantified.

179 4.1 Material curves for nonlinear behaviour

180 For each soil profile, a set of five normalized shear modulus reduction (MR) and damping ratio (DR) 

181 curves are employed to represent nonlinear soil properties for the different soil conditions encountered 

182 and used separately as input parameters for GRA. These include: (1) Darendeli [12] corrected using the 

183 strength-compatibility method proposed by Gingery and Elgamal [15]; (2) Zhang et al. [71], (3) Roblee 

184 and Chiou [50]; (4) MKZ (Matasovic and Vucetic [38]) for sand employed in conjunction with the 

185 nonlinear curves for clays by Vucetic [65], each assigned to appropriate layers; and (5) Menq [43] for 

186 granular soils associated with a more general model for clays by Vardanega and Bolton [63], each 

187 assigned to appropriate layers. For modelling purposes, weathered rock is represented as plastic soil. 

188 Table 3 provides general information on the material curves and their parametrization for GRA; details 

189 can be found in Appendix A. The uncertainties relative to the implementation of these material curves 

190 at KiK-net sites are discussed thereafter when using the geological profiles and borehole data available 

191 to derive a broad range of nonlinear soil behaviour.

192 An example of material curves implemented for a sandy soil layer at 28 m depth at NMRH04 is 

193 presented in Figure 4. The MR curves (Figure 4-a) and DR curves (Figure 4-c) display noticeable 

194 discrepancies, with a greater scattering at larger strains. In this case, the upper and lower bounds, 

195 respectively, are associated with the hyperbolic relationships proposed by Zhang et al. [71] and Menq 

196 [43]. The standard deviations across all MR and DR curves at 0.1% strain are calculated as 0.081 and 

197 3.30%, respectively. The dispersion in material curves can be explained by the uncertainties related to 

198 the use of generic soil parameters and the inconsistencies between the different regression models tested. 

199 While the Menq [43] model relies on an advanced soil classification system for granular soils, 
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200 accounting for the gradation effects through the uniformity coefficient (Cu), the hyperbolic relationships 

201 proposed by Zhang et al. [71] utilize a broad soil classification system based on the geologic age, such 

202 that the variation in nonlinear properties between poorly-graded and well-graded sands is not explicitly 

203 represented. As for the Darendeli [12] model, the nonlinear curves were derived using sand samples that 

204 exhibit an average Cu equal to 7; therefore, this model departs from the Menq [43] model when site-

205 specific gradations are employed (herein, Cu = 10).

206 Likewise, examples of the material curves for clay are compared in Figure 5, considering a clay soil 

207 layer at 10 m depth at KSRH10. In this example, the nonlinear curves proposed by Vucetic [65] and 

208 Darendeli [12] correspond to the upper and lower bounds of predictions, respectively. The standard 

209 deviations calculated at 0.1% strain for the MR curves (Figure 5-a) and DR curves (Figure 5-c) are 0.134 

210 and 2.48%, respectively. Apart from the Roblee and Chiou [50] model that relies on the GeoIndex 

211 system, all models utilize the PI to derive the nonlinear behaviour for cohesive soils. Nevertheless, non-

212 negligible discrepancies are found across all material curves. One reason for these deviations could be 

213 that those models were derived using various laboratory test databases with inconsistencies in terms of 

214 the types of soil tested and the confining pressure applied to the samples. Indeed, unlike the Darendeli 

215 [12] and Zhang et al. [71] models, the Vucetic [65] and Vardanega and Bolton [63] models do not 

216 incorporate the effects of effective confining pressure. Moreover, Figure 4-b and Figure 5-b point out 

217 the issue of strength-compatibility commonly observed in nonlinear curves when the backbone curves 

218 are derived directly from MR curves. The Darendeli [12] model significantly departs from other models 

219 with lower levels of shear stress at large strains, beyond approximately 0.1%, which points to the 

220 potential for under-estimation of the soil strength. The strength-corrected Darendeli [12] model 

221 implemented in this study tends to mitigate the reduction in shear stress originally observed. 

222 Alternatively, the MKZ [38] hyperbolic relationship allows for flexibility at large strains to mitigate the 

223 misfit in shear stress, converging towards more a realistic level of shear strength.

224 To understand the potential inconsistencies in energy dissipation that arise from the use of NL 

225 hysteretic soil models implemented with the original Masing rules in GRA codes, typical Masing-based 

226 DR curves are derived from the previous set of MR curves. As depicted in Figure 4-d and Figure 5-d for 
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227 sand and clay soils, respectively, the inferred Masing-based damping curves depart from laboratory 

228 consistent curves by over-predicting the energy dissipation at larger strains, generally beyond 0.1%. 

229 This threshold strain amplitude over which the Masing-based damping curves overlap the laboratory 

230 test measurements is variable across all models tested, and in some cases, the bias in energy dissipation 

231 can also occur at lower strains. In the absence of DR curves for the MKZ [38] and Vardanega and Bolton 

232 [63] models, the corresponding Masing-based DR curves are employed.

233 The hard rock layers included within the soil columns are modelled using linear viscoelastic 

234 properties, using a damping ratio of 3% for all sites. This value corresponds to the minimum damping 

235 ratio employed in the EPRI [14] curves for rock sites, which were found to provide the best GRA 

236 predictions at KiK-net sites where deep rock formations are encountered [4]. The energy dissipated in 

237 deep  profiles comprising rock formations is arguably a source of uncertainties in GRA as the energy 𝑉𝑆

238 dissipated through the scattering of seismic shear waves is not captured in laboratory measurements of 

239 small-strain damping [2,9,60].

240 4.2 Ground response analysis codes

241 The capabilities of GRA codes are investigated through a series of 1-D total stress GRA using frequency 

242 domain and time domain methods. The selected ground motions recorded at the bottom of boreholes are 

243 used as control (input) motions for a “within” rock condition, i.e., using a rigid boundary at the base of 

244 the profile. The soil profiles are discretized in sublayers/elements of thickness not exceeding  𝑉𝑆/(8fmax)

245 as recommended in practice [32], where  is the maximum frequency considered in analyses, herein fmax

246 equal to 15 Hz. Furthermore, the aforementioned material curves are defined for each sublayer/soil 

247 element to account for the depth-dependence of nonlinear soil properties within the soil profiles.

248 4.2.1 Frequency domain methods

249 Frequency domain solutions, namely the equivalent linear (EL) and frequency-dependent equivalent 

250 linear (FDEL) methods, are implemented using a set of MR and DR curves as inputs. In particular, the 

251 EL model relies on shear modulus reduction factors and damping ratios that are compatible with an 

252 ‘effective’ level of shear strain, defined as 0.65 times the maximum strain amplitude calculated in each 
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253 soil layer. However, a recurrent drawback in the EL model is that the soil properties are assumed 

254 constant during the entire duration of motions, which in turn gives rise to some inconsistencies in the 

255 ground response as the strain amplitude varies greatly over time. To address this issue, a recently 

256 developed FDEL method (Meite et al. [42]) is also used, using frequency-dependent shear moduli and 

257 damping ratios within the iterative equivalent-linear procedure. In this method, the dynamic soil 

258 properties are updated according to the frequency content of ground motions, without using artificial 

259 shape-fitting parameters to derive the spectral shear strain amplitudes as required in other FDEL 

260 methods (Kausel and Assimaki [28], Yoshida et al. [69]). The FDEL procedure is computed in a GNU 

261 Octave program [13], while the EL method is implemented separately using DEEPSOIL [19].

262 4.2.2 Time domain methods

263 Nonlinear methods in the time domain are evaluated using two approaches commonly employed in 

264 practice and implemented in the programs OpenSees [41] and DEEPSOIL [19]. Some major features 

265 and differences between these two GRA codes are:

266 (1) In OpenSees, the multi-layered soil system is represented by a continuum soil column model 

267 discretized into finite elements constrained to convey horizontal stresses when a horizontal base 

268 motion is applied, whereas DEEPSOIL relies on a multi-degree-of-freedom lumped-mass system 

269 where each soil layer is represented by a mass and a horizontal nonlinear spring, associated with a 

270 dashpot for viscous damping.

271 (2) The Pressure Independent Multi-Yield (PIMY) constitutive soil model is implemented in OpenSees 

272 (Yang et al. [67]) using user-specified MR factors in conjunction with the original Masing rules [37] 

273 to constrain the hysteretic response. Therefore, the soil column model is solely consistent with the 

274 MR curves assigned for each soil element and the energy dissipated is implicitly controlled by 

275 Masing behaviour. In contrast, the constitutive soil model we use in DEEPSOIL relies on the 

276 modified MKZ [38] hyperbolic relationship for backbone curve along with the extended Masing 

277 rules (Pyke [48]), using additional curve fitting parameters to achieve the best trade-off between 

278 both targeted MR and DR curves (the MRDF procedure; Phillips and Hashash [47]). In this study, 
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279 the MKZ model [38] in DEEPSOIL, which remains the most widely used constitutive model for site 

280 response analysis, is preferred to the recently developed GQ/H model [16] for its simplicity of 

281 implementation, and given the lack of geotechnical data at KiK-net sites.

282 (3) The full Rayleigh damping formulation is employed in OpenSees and DEEPSOIL, using two target 

283 frequencies to match the small-strain damping ratios provided in the DR curves at low strains. Both 

284 targeted frequencies are adjusted for each site to properly attenuate the ground response in the 

285 frequency range of interest, with the details provided in Table 1.  While the first target frequency is 

286 systematically equal to the fundamental mode of soil vibration, the choice of the second target 

287 frequency is more sensitive. In this study, the second frequency was adjusted by comparing the PSA 

288 calculated at the surface with OpenSees and DEEPSOIL, using elastic soil properties along with 

289 Rayleigh damping parameters, and compared against the theoretical solution computed with linear 

290 viscoelastic transfer functions. The time domain responses calculated at the different sites after 

291 Rayleigh damping calibration match the theoretical viscoelastic responses at low frequencies, 

292 generally until the third, fourth and fifth soil response harmonic, but accepting some discrepancies 

293 at higher frequencies. 

294 Although DEEPSOIL also offers different formulations for viscous damping, the full Rayleigh 

295 damping formulation is used for consistency with the analyses performed in OpenSees. The sensitivity 

296 of NL models to the small-strain damping variants available in DEEPSOIL, the extended Rayleigh 

297 damping model using four target frequencies [46] and the frequency-independent algorithm [47], is 

298 independently evaluated when comparing GRA code predictions in section 5.3 of this paper.

299 4.3 Model bias and variability

300 The predicted pseudo-spectral accelerations ( ) at the surface, calculated considering the 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

301 maximum acceleration of a single-degree-of-freedom system with 5% damping ratio, are compared 

302 against the observations ( ). The model residual biases ( ) are calculated in the natural 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑠 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑

303 logarithmic space as follows:

304 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑(𝑇) = ln[𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝑇)] ‒ ln[𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑇)]       (2) 
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305 The variability of GRA predictions is investigated by focusing on two aspects: the use of alternative 

306 material curves and alternative GRA codes. The performance of ground response models is assessed by 

307 grouping the data with respect to material curves and GRA codes employed. For simplicity, it is common 

308 to assume that the material-to-material variability in GRA predictions is uncorrelated to the code-to-

309 code variability. Therefore, the “mean” standard deviation of ground motion predictions inherent to the 

310 range of material curves and GRA codes tested is expressed as follows:

311 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎 2
𝑚𝑎𝑡 + 𝜎 2

𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒                                                          (3) 

312 where   and  denote the standard deviation terms associated with the mean material predictions 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

313  and the mean code predictions , respectively. In this case,  corresponds to the 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑡,𝑖 𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝑗 𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝑗

314 geometric mean PSA prediction obtained when using the GRA code j with different sets of material 

315 curves. Likewise,  is the geometric mean PSA from all GRA codes implemented with the material 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑡,𝑖

316 curve of interest . Furthermore, to quantify the sensitivity of specific GRA codes to material curves 𝑖

317 (beyond the standard deviations   and  of the mean predictions), the inter-material standard 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

318 deviation when using the GRA code  ( ) is calculated as follows:𝑗 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝑗

319 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝑗 =
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡 ‒ 1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡∑
𝑖 = 1

(𝑦𝑖,𝑗 ‒ 𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝑗)2                    (4)

320 where  is the geometric mean PSA calculated across all records when using the GRA code  along 𝑦𝑖,𝑗 𝑗

321 with the material curve ; and  is the number of material curves employed separately, herein 𝑖 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡

322 .= 5

323 It has also been recognized that the performance of 1-D ground response models is affected by the 

324 site-to-site and event-to-event variabilities in ground motions [24]. An explanation could be that the 

325 GRA predictions are very sensitive to the frequency content of ground motions associated with a 

326 particular event and their performance depends strongly on the severity of shaking in conjunction with 

327 the soil conditions encountered. Therefore, to quantify the epistemic uncertainties in ground motion 
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328 predictions, the model-to-model variability is evaluated for each of 60 ground motions. The total 

329 standard deviation calculated for a given event is defined as follows:

330 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘 =
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 ‒ 1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡∑
𝑖 = 1

𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒∑
𝑗 = 1

(𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 ‒ 𝑦𝑘)2       (5)

331 where  is the population mean of PSA predictions from all soil models considering the ground motion 𝑦𝑘

332 , calculated as follows:𝑘

333 𝑦𝑘 =
1

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡∑
𝑖 = 1

𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒∑
𝑗 = 1

𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
                                      (6)

334 where  is the PSA calculated for the ground motion  when using the GRA code  along with the 𝑦𝑖,𝑗,𝑘 𝑘 𝑗

335 material curve ; and  is the number of GRA codes implemented, herein .𝑖  𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒  𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 4

336 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

337 Transfer functions and fixed effects in PSA predictions

338 Figure 6 presents the empirical transfer functions at the five stations defined as the ratio between the 

339 Fourier amplitudes of recorded motions at the ground surface and downhole, over 12 ground motions at 

340 each site. In addition, 1-D theoretical transfer functions are computed using linear viscoelastic soil 

341 properties along with minimum damping ratios as defined in the material curves for each element of the 

342 soil column. At the different sites, the viscoelastic transfer functions generally fluctuate around the 

343 median empirical transfer functions and remain within the 5th-95th percentile interval of the observations.

344 To capture the model biases (fixed effects) in GRA predictions, the geometric mean predictions are 

345 considered over 1200 analyses, including 60 ground motions, 4 GRA codes ( ) implemented 𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

346 separately using a set of 5 material curves ( ). The PSA predictions are compared against the 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑡

347 observations in Figure 7-a, and the residual PSA is shown in Figure 7-b. In the aggregate, a positive bias 

348 is calculated over a wide range of frequencies, with noticeable under-predictions in PSA observed 

349 beyond 3 Hz. This outcome highlights some limitations in 1-D ground response models at KiK-net sites, 
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350 as observed in previous studies [24,26,70]. This misfit in site amplification prediction suggests the 

351 contribution of additional sources of bias not investigated in this study such as the uncertainties in shear 

352 wave velocity profiles and 1-D assumptions. The adjustment of soil profiles and constitutive model 

353 parameters to account for limitations in the geotechnical data and potential breakdowns in the 1D 

354 assumption is subject to ongoing research (e.g., Kaklamanos et al. [27]). Bearing these limitations in 

355 mind, the influence of both the GRA code and material curve variables on the overall bias in ground 

356 motion predictions is discussed in the following sections.

357 5.1 Influence of GRA codes

358 For each site, Figure 8 shows the GRA code predictions of PSA ( ), which correspond to the mean 𝑦𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝑗

359 response over 12 ground motions simulated using a set of 5 material curves separately. The GRA codes 

360 tend to over-amplify the lower soil response harmonics whereas the PSA at higher frequencies are 

361 generally over-damped, apart from KSRH10, where the spectral accelerations are slightly over-predicted 

362 at higher frequencies. At NMRH04, which is comprised primarily of soft soil layers, the ground response 

363 is significantly under-estimated over a wide range of frequencies for all models. When combining the 

364 mean PSA from all sites in Figure 8-f, the overall predictions are in good agreement with the 

365 observations at low frequencies, generally until the fundamental site frequency between 0.3-2 Hz at the 

366 different stations. However, greater discrepancies occur in GRA code predictions at higher frequencies, 

367 where nonlinear effects are most predominant.

368 To further examine the performance of GRA codes in regards to the severity of shaking simulated, 

369 the model biases ( ) are scrutinized separately for the three bins of ground motions, where a 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑

370 wide range of shear strain amplitudes are calculated within the soil profiles, as depicted in Figure 9. For 

371 the weak motion intensities shown in Figure 10-a, all methods exhibit similar residuals at lower 

372 frequencies that fluctuate around zero (as expected, because nonlinear effects are minimal at low 

373 frequencies), but depart substantially at higher frequencies beyond 9 Hz.  The high-frequency bias for 

374 weak motions may reflect challenges in accurately characterizing small-strain damping. Both NL codes 

375 in the time domain tend to cause greater under-prediction compared to frequency domain methods.  This 

376 is most likely a result of the Rayleigh damping used in NL models being calibrated to properly capture 
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377 small-strain damping ratios over an intermediate range of frequencies, generally below 10 Hz, which in 

378 turn results in filtering of the higher frequency content of ground motions. For moderate motion 

379 intensities in Figure 10-b, all GRA methods under-predict the spectral accelerations, especially between 

380 5-10 Hz. These discrepancies are more pronounced for the strong ground motions in Figure 10-c. In this 

381 case, the EL method overly attenuates the higher-frequency spectral accelerations as compared to other 

382 methods, which also tend to underestimate the PSA. Both NL methods depart noticeably in the range of 

383 frequencies investigated. Interestingly, the MRDF model in DEEPSOIL implemented with laboratory-

384 consistent material curves displays more attenuation at high frequencies than the Masing-based model 

385 in OpenSees, which is constrained by greater damping ratios at large strains. This outcome suggests 

386 that, as higher degrees of soil nonlinearity develop, the continuum soil column model employed in 

387 OpenSees better conveys the higher frequency content of ground motions compared to the lumped-mass 

388 multi-layered system used in DEEPSOIL. Interestingly, the FDEL method is consistent with the EL 

389 method at low frequencies until 3.5 Hz, but significantly reduces the overdamping in higher-frequency 

390 spectral accelerations compared to other methods, including the NL models.

391 5.2 Influence of viscous damping formulations on NL predictions

392 In this study, the full Rayleigh damping model [22] with two target frequencies is used to incorporate 

393 small-strain damping in NL models. However, this approach can substantially overdamp the PSA at 

394 high frequencies and increase the code-to-code variability. To gain insights into the sensitivity of NL 

395 predictions to small-strain damping components, the extended Rayleigh damping model using four 

396 target frequencies [11,46] and the frequency-independent algorithm [47] evaluated in this section. 

397 Figure 11 presents the biases ( ) calculated for the different GRA models implemented using the 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑

398 material curves by Zhang et al. [71]. The model residuals are scrutinized separately for the three bins of 

399 ground motions, considering the mean predictions over 12 ground motions at each of the 5 KiK-net 

400 sites. Interestingly, the extended Rayleigh damping model with four target frequencies substantially 

401 reduces the bias at high frequencies that was previously observed when considering only two Rayleigh 

402 damping frequencies. In this case, the NL model predictions in DEEPSOIL are in better agreement with 

403 FDEL predictions, especially for weak to moderate ground motion intensities. Interestingly, the 
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404 frequency-independent algorithm in DEEPSOIL shows a clear increase in the biases when considering 

405 weak to moderate motions. For strong ground motions, the frequency-independent DEEPSOIL model 

406 bias is reduced at high frequencies beyond 10 Hz, but remains greater than other models at lower 

407 frequencies.

408 5.3 Influence of material curves

409 Figure 12 presents the material curve predictions for each station for PSA ( ), obtained from the 𝑦𝑚𝑎𝑡,𝑖

410 mean response over 12 ground motions at each site, simulated using each of the 4 GRA codes with the 

411 same set of material curves as input. The material curve predictions exhibit little discrepancies at 

412 FKSH14 (sandy and gravelly soils) and moderate discrepancies at IBRH13 and IWTH08 (both 

413 consisting of weathered granite), while stations KSRH10 (clayey soil profile) and NMRH04 (sandy and 

414 gravelly soils) are subject to the greatest variability in the predictions.  KSRH10 and NMRH04 are the 

415 sites with the lowest  values and greatest depths to the downhole accelerometer, and there are likely 𝑉𝑆,30

416 more layers subjected to strains inducing nonlinear soil behaviour, where differences in material curves 

417 will manifest themselves most greatly. To draw general trends in model predictions, the mean response 

418 across all sites are depicted in Figure 12-f. The material curves tend to be consistent at the low range of 

419 frequencies, below 3 Hz, but diverge substantially at higher frequencies.

420 The influence of soil nonlinearity on the performance of the material curves is further scrutinized 

421 considering the residual spectral accelerations ( ) with respect to the three bins of ground motion 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑

422 intensities. When considering weak ground motions in Figure 13-a, the material curve residuals fall in 

423 a narrow band of predictions. In this case, the PSA are only slightly affected by the variability of material 

424 curves since the ground response is governed by nearly linear behaviour. For Bins 2 and 3 presented in 

425 Figure 13-b and c, the discrepancies in material curve responses become more significant due to 

426 increased soil nonlinearity. The Darendeli [12] model, despite the strength-correction procedure applied, 

427 overdamps the ground motions significantly. On the other hand, the MKZ-Vucetic curves [38,65] tend 

428 to reduce the under-prediction of higher-frequency spectral accelerations. The Zhang et al. [71] model 

429 also provides consistent predictions across all ground motion intensities. In a study involving some of 
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430 the same KiK-net sites explored herein, Kaklamanos et al. [25] also found that EL predictions using the 

431 Darendeli [12] curves were associated with greater underprediction biases than predictions using the 

432 Zhang et al. [71] curves. Interestingly, the Roblee and Chiou [50] predictions correlate well with the set 

433 of Menq [43] and Vardanega and Bolton [63] curves, suggesting a good correlation between the 

434 GeoIndex soil class system (Roblee and Chiou [50]) and both the soil gradation model for granular soils 

435 (Cu, Menq [43]) and the plasticity index for cohesionless soils (PI, Vardanega and Bolton [63]).

436 5.4 Sensitivity of GRA codes to material curves

437 While the capabilities of GRA codes have been previously evaluated considering the mean responses 

438 from all material curves tested, the sensitivity of codes to the input material curves can also be evaluated 

439 by comparing their relative material-to-material variabilities. As such, for each GRA code, the inter-

440 material standard deviation of PSA ( ) is calculated across the different material curve predictions. 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝑗

441 Figure 14-a shows that for weak ground motion intensities, the standard deviations remain low and 

442 consistent between all GRA codes, indicating that the material curves have little influence on GRA code 

443 predictions. However, substantial discrepancies appear when considering higher ground motion 

444 intensities in Figure 14-b-c, with a dramatic increase in material curve deviations. The NL models 

445 implemented in the time domain are more sensitive to the input material curves as compared to 

446 frequency domain methods, with greater deviations evident. Interestingly, when strong ground motions 

447 are investigated, the FDEL method tends to noticeably reduce the deviations in PSA predictions owing 

448 to material curve variables.

449 5.5 Variability of predictions for alternative material curves and GRA codes

450 The variability of ground motion predictions resulting from the use of alternative GRA codes and 

451 material curves is evaluated considering both as independent for simplicity. For weak ground motions 

452 presented in Figure 15-a, the total standard deviation in model predictions is dominated by the code-to-

453 code variability, which increases dramatically at high frequencies beyond 10 Hz. As expected, for weak 

454 motions, the material curve standard deviation remains relatively low as the site amplification factors 

455 are predominantly elastic. However, as higher degrees of soil nonlinearity are considered, the standard 
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456 deviations for both material and code variables rise significantly, as shown in Figure 15-b-c. As such, 

457 the GRA predictions for strong ground motions become less consistent, with a maximum total standard 

458 deviation  around 0.70. In this case, both material curve and GRA code variabilities,  and , 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

459 respectively, contribute approximately evenly to the total scattering in PSA predictions, with peak 

460 deviations found around 0.60 for each. For moderate to strong ground motions, the material curves offer 

461 greater contributions to uncertainty at moderate frequencies, and the GRA codes contribute more greatly 

462 at high frequencies.

463 An overview of the variability in PSA residuals introduced by the alternative codes and material 

464 curves is presented in Figure 16, comparing each of 20 ground response models tested (4 codes, each 

465 with 5 sets of material curves). The model residuals are presented individually for each bin of ground 

466 motions, along with one total standard deviation boundaries (from Figure 15). The predictions tend ±  

467 to be consistent at low frequencies, with the threshold frequency of model divergence decreasing 

468 substantially for higher ground motion intensities. For weak motions (Figure 16-a), all models exhibit a 

469 positive bias in PSA at high frequencies, with the prediction bands becoming increasingly large beyond 

470 9 Hz. In this case, the uncertainties related to GRA codes and material curves do not fully explain the 

471 overall bias observed in PSA predictions, confirming the contribution of additional sources of 

472 uncertainties not investigated in this study (e.g. the 1-D assumptions). For moderate ground motion 

473 intensities (Figure 16-b), all models underestimate the PSA between 5-10 Hz. However, at higher 

474 frequencies, the band of predictions approaches the baseline of observed ground motions, including an 

475 unbiased model prediction with zero mean residual. Similar trends are evident for strong ground motions 

476 (Figure 16-c), with significant disparities in model performances. The variety of GRA protocols 

477 employed to capture soil nonlinearity effects have a dramatic impact on the ground motion biases, which 

478 in turn can explain the commonly observed overdamping of higher frequency components of ground 

479 motions.

480 5.6 Influence of nonlinear effects in soil model accuracy

481 Epistemic uncertainties, which are caused by limitations of knowledge and/or data, may be quantified 

482 by computing the model-to-model variabilities for a given set of data.  To capture the contributions of 
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483 material curves and GRA codes to epistemic uncertainties in 1-D GRA predictions, the overall model-

484 to-model variability is evaluated for each of the 60 ground motions. Figure 17-a depicts the total standard 

485 deviations  along with curves that represent 10% and 50% probabilities of exceedance. Beyond 2 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘

486 Hz, while the median (50%) standard deviation fluctuates between 0.2-0.3, the 10% probability of 

487 exceedance threshold is between 1 and 2. The model-to-model deviation varies strongly across the 

488 different records, with significant uncertainties observed when considering strong ground motions and 

489 soft soil deposits subject to nonlinear effects.

490 Kaklamanos et al. [24] showed that model accuracy was strongly dependent on the levels of shear 

491 strain that developed within the soil profiles. Therefore, to quantify the variability of 1-D ground 

492 response model predictions according to the ground motion intensities investigated, the maximum 

493 standard deviations ( , computed in natural logarithmic space) obtained for each record  across all 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘

494 frequencies are plotted in Figure 17-b with respect to the maximum shear strains ( ) throughout the 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥

495 profiles calculated in GRA. A linear regression relationship in bi-logarithmic space is established to best 

496 fit the spectral peak deviations across all models for a given ground motion with respect to . This 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥

497 best-estimate line ( ), which reflects the increase in PSA model uncertainties as large amplitudes of 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡

498 shaking are investigated, can be expressed using natural logarithmic ordinates as follows:

499 ln(𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡) = 0.671 ln(𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥) + 1.728                        (7)

500 where  is expressed as a percent.  The total variance associated with the best-estimate regression 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥

501 line along with the data scattering is estimated to 0.990. Likewise, Figure 17-c depicts the variation of 

502  against the shear index parameter ( ) calculated for each ground motion (Eq. 1), with the best-𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑

503 estimate line defined as follows:

504 ln(𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡) = 0.792 ln(𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑) + 3.379                      (8)

505 where  is expressed as a percent. In this case, the total variance associated with the best-estimate 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑

506 regression line along with the data scattering is equal to 1.076, which is slightly greater than the variance 

507 calculated using . Considering the deviations across all case studies as random variables, the 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥
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508 standard deviation of the regression model, herein denoted , is taken as the square root of the 𝛽𝑙𝑛(𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡)

509 variance, which is equal to 0.995 and 1.037 for Eq. 7 and Eq.8, respectively. This dispersion term can 

510 be used to estimate the epistemic uncertainties in ground motion predictions that arise from the use of 

511 alternative GRA codes and material curves. As such, the 95% prediction bands as depicted in Figure 17-

512 b is obtained as follows:

513 ln(𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡,95%) = ln(𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡) ± 1.96𝛽ln(𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡)                    (9)

514 While  can be computed prior to performing GRA to estimate the soil nonlinearity and the 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑

515 uncertainties related, its generalisation for various site conditions can be inaccurate, especially when 

516 sharp impedance contrasts are encountered within the  profile (Shi and Asimaki [54]). Therefore, the 𝑉𝑆

517 use of  as proposed in Eq. 7 is a more rigorous approach to estimate the standard deviation in GRA.𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥

518 6 CONCLUSIONS

519 A total of 1200 1-D ground response analyses (GRA) were conducted using 5 KiK-net vertical array 

520 sites and 60 ground motions to evaluate the performance of various GRA codes and material curves 

521 widely used in practice.  Four GRA codes (EL, FDEL, and two NL) were tested, and five sets of material 

522 curves were employed in each code. The sensitivity of predicted pseudo-spectral accelerations (PSA) at 

523 the ground surface to the variety of ground response models was evaluated for a wide range of ground 

524 motion intensities. The model biases and standard deviations were quantified according to the levels of 

525 shear strain developed within the soil profiles. The results of this study were obtained using a limited 

526 number of sites and ground motions therefore, wider investigations can be undertaken to refine these 

527 findings and generalize their applicability when performing 1-D GRA considering a broad range of soil 

528 conditions. The main outcomes are summarized as follows:

529  For weak intensity motions, all methods tend to underestimate the higher frequency components of 

530 ground motions, illustrating the challenges with accurately characterizing small-strain damping. For 

531 NL models, the prediction bias can be amplified by the parametrisation of the Rayleigh damping 

532 formulation. When considering strong ground motions, the EL method substantially overdamps the 
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533 PSA at high frequencies compared to other methods because it cannot account for changes in 

534 dynamic properties (such as damping) throughout the duration of the loading. Interestingly, the 

535 ground motions predicted by the FDEL method generally display lower biases at high frequencies 

536 compared to NL methods.

537  The variety of material curves available in the literature contributes to increased scattering in GRA 

538 predictions, with substantial discrepancies observed with the occurrence of nonlinear effects. 

539 Material curves underpinned by a broad soil classification system, such as the geological age groups 

540 employed in the Zhang et al. [71] model, provide more consistent predictions across the different 

541 sites than other models relying on more specific soil properties subject to additional uncertainties, 

542 such as the Darendeli [12] model. When higher shear strains develop within the soil profile, the 

543 MKZ model [38] results in lower attenuation of PSA than other curves using laboratory test data 

544 constrained with low strain measurements. In this case, the strength-compatibility correction does 

545 not suffice to mitigate the overdamping observed when those curves are expanded to larger strains 

546 to simulate strong ground motions.

547  For multiple ground-motion bins, the variabilities among material ( ) and GRA codes ( ) 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

548 were partitioned as a function of frequency. The scattering in model predictions increases 

549 dramatically as strong motions are simulated in soft soils. While the code-to-code variability 

550 governs the PSA uncertainties for weak motions, the material curve variability contributes similarly 

551 to the variance in PSA predictions for large amplitudes of shaking. To quantify the epistemic 

552 uncertainty in 1-D ground response codes and material curves, a linear regression relationship is 

553 established across all records to describe the model-to-model deviations as a function of shear strain.

554 DATA AND RESOURCES

555 The time-history ground motion records, shear wave velocity profiles, and geological data used in this 

556 study were collected from the strong-motion seismograph network operated by the National Research 

557 Institute for Earth Science and Disaster Resilience (NIED) in Japan. The Kiban–Kyoshin network (KiK-

558 net) database is available at http://www.kyoshin.bosai.go.jp (last accessed 2019).

http://www.kyoshin.bosai.go.jp
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563 APPENDIX A. GENERAL SOIL PROPERTIES

564 This appendix presents the methodology used to define the general soil properties at the five KiK-net 

565 stations, using an approach similar to that adopted in Kaklamanos et al. [25,26]. The soil properties are 

566 estimated using the geologic borehole descriptions and shear wave velocity profiles from the KiK-net 

567 database. The mass density ( ) for each layer is determined from the shear wave velocity ( ) and 𝜌 𝑉𝑆

568 compressional wave velocity ( ) measurements, using the density model proposed by Boore (see Eq. 𝑉𝑃

569 8 and 9 in related paper [6]). The small-strain shear modulus ( ) is determined from the equation𝐺max  

570 . The lateral earth pressure coefficient at rest ( ), which is a key parameter controlling the 𝐺max = 𝜌𝑉2
𝑆 𝐾0

571 confine pressure over depth and nonlinear properties, is taken as 0.5 and 1 for non-cohesive and cohesive 

572 soils, respectively. In addition, the water table is considered for each station at the depth where VP ≥ 

573 1500 m/s, as commonly observed in saturated soils.

574 APPENDIX B. SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

575 This appendix available in the electronic supplement to this manuscript provides details on the 

576 geotechnical soil profiles used to perform ground response analyses at the five KiK-net stations. The 

577 input parameters used to constrain the hyperbolic relationships for nonlinear material curves are 

578 summarized in Table B1.
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738 TABLES

739 Table 1 – Soil profile and ground motion record characteristics for the selected KiK-net stations.

740 Table 2 – Summary of selected ground motion records at KiK-net stations.

741 Table 3 – Summary of material curves tested in this study.
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742 FIGURES

743 Figure 1 – Shear-wave velocity ( ) profiles at the five KiK-net stations. 𝑉𝑆

744 Figure 2 – Distribution of ground motion records with respect to the strain index at the five KiK-net 

745 stations.

746 Figure 3 – Pseudo-spectral accelerations recorded at the ground surface and geometric mean spectra for 

747 three bins of ground motion intensities.

748 Figure 4 – Comparison of material curves employed for a sandy soil element at 28 m depth at NMRH04: 

749 (a) MR curves along with the associated (b) backbone curves; (c) Laboratory consistent DR curves 

750 (unspecified for the MKZ model); and (d) DR curves derived from the original Masing rules applied to 

751 the backbone curve.  The generic soil parameters considered for all models were: Gmax = 128 MPa,  = 𝜑

752 39°, = 350 kPa, Quaternary geological age, and GeoIndex model referred to as PCA, Cu = 10, OCR 𝜎 '
0 

753 = 1.

754 Figure 5 – Comparison of material curves employed for a clayey soil element at 10 m depth at KSRH10: 

755 (a) MR curves along with the associated (b) backbone curves; (c) laboratory consistent DR curves 

756 (unspecified for the Vardanega and Bolton model); and (d) DR derived from the original Masing rules 

757 applied to the backbone curve.  The generic soil parameters considered for all models were: Gmax = 81.1 

758 MPa, PI = 30, = 162 kPa, Quaternary geological age, and GeoIndex model referred to as FMH, OCR 𝜎 '
0 

759 = 1.

760 Figure 6 – Theoretical and empirical transfer functions (surface-to-downhole Fourier amplitude ratios) 

761 at the 5 KiK-net stations. The median empirical transfer functions from all ground motions and the 5th-

762 95th percentile intervals are compared with the theoretical linear viscoelastic transfer functions.

763 Figure 7 – Comparison between 1-D ground response predictions and observed ground motions at KiK-

764 net stations in the aggregate: (a) pseudo-spectral accelerations (PSA) at surface and (b) model biases 

765 (fixed effects) for PSA.
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766 Figure 8 – Comparison of geometric mean pseudo-spectral accelerations calculated at the surface using 

767 different GRA codes: (a) FKSH14, (b) IBRH13, (c) IWTH08, (d) KSRH10, (e) NMRH04 and (f) for all 

768 sites. Note the different scales used on the axes for each figure.

769 Figure 9 – Peak shear strains ( ) in the soil profiles calculated using various ground response models 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥

770 presented for different bins of ground motion intensities: (a) weak ground motions (Bin 1), (b) moderate 

771 ground motions (Bin 2) and (c) strong ground motions (Bin 3).

772 Figure 10 – Comparison of mean GRA code residuals obtained using (a) weak ground motions in Bin 

773 1, (b) moderate ground motions in Bin 2 and (c) strong ground motions in Bin 3.

774 Figure 11 – Comparison of GRA code residuals using various viscous damping formulations for 

775 different bins of ground motion intensities: (a) weak ground motions in Bin 1, (b) moderate ground 

776 motions in Bin 2 and (c) strong ground motions in Bin 3.

777 Figure 12 – Comparison of geometric mean pseudo-spectral accelerations calculated at the surface using 

778 a variety of material models: (a) FKSH14, (b) IBRH13, (c) IWTH08, (d) KSRH10, (e) NMRH04 and 

779 (f) for all sites. Note the different scales used on the axes for each figure.

780 Figure 13 – Comparison of mean material curve residuals obtained using (a) weak ground motions in 

781 Bin 1, (b) moderate ground motions in Bin 2 and (c) strong ground motions in Bin 3.

782 Figure 14 – Sensitivity of GRA codes to the material curves employed as inputs for performing 1-D 

783 total stress analysis. The between-code material standard deviations  ( ) are presented for (a) weak 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒,𝑗

784 ground motions in Bin 1, (b) moderate ground motions in Bin 2 and (c) strong ground motions in Bin 3.

785 Figure 15 – Standard deviation from both material curves ( ) and GRA codes ( ) calculated 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑡 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒

786 using the mean PSA predictions, considering: (a) weak ground motions in Bin 1, (b) moderate ground 

787 motions in Bin 2 and (c) strong ground motions in Bin 3.

788 Figure 16 – Comparison of mean PSA residuals across 20 models (4 codes, each with 5 material curves) 

789 tested along with the total standard deviations calculated for (a) weak ground motions, (b) moderate 

790 ground motions, and (c) strong ground motions.
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791 Figure 17 – Variability in PSA predictions, plotted individually for each of the 60 records: (a) total 

792 standard deviation ( ) from all soil response models along with the 10% and 50% probabilities of 𝜎𝑡𝑜𝑡,𝑘

793 exceedance across all records; (b) variation of maximum standard deviation with respect to , along 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥

794 with +/- 95% prediction bands; (c) variation of maximum standard deviation with respect to , along 𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑑

795 with +/- 95% prediction bands.
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TABLE 1

Station name FKSH14 IBRH13 IWTH08 KSRH10 NMRH04

 (m/s)𝑉𝑆,30 237 335 305 213 168
Fundamental site period (from avg. ), T0 (s)𝑉𝑆 1.17 0.50 0.58 1.16 2.99
NEHRP site class D D D D E
Depth to water table assumed (m) 2 16 10 5 8
Depth to bedrock with  ≥ 1000 m/s𝑉𝑆 52 34 50 36  > 216
Depth of borehole accelerometer 147 100 100 255 216
Target frequencies for Rayleigh damping (Hz)     0.86-5.26 1.98-7.80 1.72-11.97 0.87-10.64 0.33-6.32
Number of events in Bin 1 - Weak motions 2 2 2 1 1
Number of events in Bin 2 - Moderate motions 2 1 4 2 2
Number of events in Bin 3 - Strong motions 2 3 0 3 3
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TABLE 2

Station Date 
(mm/dd/yyy) Mw

Epicentral 
distance

(km)

Rupture 
depth
(km)

Max. 
PGA
(m/s2)

12/04/2011 6.4 29 15 1.23
22/11/2016 7.4 67 25 2.56
1/04/2012 5.9 15 53 1.24
24/11/2016 6.2 37 24 0.61
30/10/2013 4.9 30 23 0.37

FKSH14

5/03/2017 4.6 45 29 0.20

28/12/2016 6.3 8 11 8.86
19/03/2011 6.1 1 5 10.84
11/04/2011 7.0 19 6 5.64
2/08/2017 5.5 4 9 2.54
12/11/2005 4.6 43 57 0.37

IBRH13

30/09/2010 4.8 58 51 0.29

24/07/2008 6.8 61 108 4.78
3/04/2001 5.4 39 62 1.58
23/06/2011 6.9 78 36 1.33
16/05/2013 5.0 15 12 1.20
27/12/2013 5.0 47 38 0.43

IWTH08

24/05/2016 4.4 36 48 0.40

26/09/2003 8.0 180 42 6.13
29/11/2004 7.1 32 48 4.23
6/12/2004 6.9 44 46 4.48
18/01/2005 6.4 38 50 1.40
8/10/2003 6.4 80 51 10.8

KSRH10

30/09/2006 4.6 13 74 0.36

26/09/2003 8.0 199 42 5.18
29/11/2004 7.1 52 48 1.86
6/12/2004 6.9 64 46 1.74
18/01/2005 6.4 59 50 1.73
14/06/2011 5.1 37 73 0.80

NMRH04

30/03/2016 4.7 63 57 0.29
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TABLE 3

Soil model Soil types Model parameters

Darendeli (2001)
Sands, clays 

and silts
, PI, OCR,  (required for strength-compatibility method), loading 𝜎 '

0 𝜑
frequency, number of loading cycles.

Roblee and Chiou (2004) Sands, clays 
and silts

GeoIndex system based on soil type: primarily coarse soil (PCA), fine-
grained soil with lower plasticity (FML), and fine-grained soil with higher 
plasticity (FMH); depth of the soil layer.

Zhang et al. (2005) Sands, clays 
and silts

Geological age groups: Quaternary soil, Tertiary and older soil, and 
residual soil; PI; .𝜎 '

0

Matasovic and Vucetic, MKZ  
(1993) Sands  and  (MR curves only; for calculation of shear strength)𝜎 '

0 𝜑

Vucetic (1993) Plastic soils PI (generic curves for ranges of values)

Menq (2003) Granular soils , Cu, OCR, 𝜎 '
0 𝜑

Vardanega and Bolton (2013) Plastic soils PI (MR curves only)
  Note: : mean effective confining pressure; PI: plasticity index; OCR: over-consolidation ratio;𝜎 '

0
: friction angle; Cu: uniformity coefficient.𝜑


